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Conversations on Change-Making,
Civil Science and Complexity
Teachers
Dr Louise Fortmann (Professor Emerita of Environmental Science, Policy and Management and
Geography, University of California, Berkeley). Dr Fortmann is a distinguished veteran of
struggles to democratize environmental science and institutionalize an interdependent science
in which civil scientists & conventional scientists collaborate to create better accounts of the
world.
Dr Emery Roe (Senior Researcher, Center for Catastrophic Risk Management, University of
California, Berkeley). Dr Roe is a practicing policy analyst working on science, technology and
environmental controversies. He specializes in developing better management strategies in
complex systems for the provision of critical environmental services.

Introduction & Concepts
In the study of policy analysis fifty years ago “complexity” did not exist: analysis meant breaking
things down into simple things that could be understood and controlled. We were taught to
plan on a 3-5 year time horizon, to budget and to “problem solve”. There was such a belief in
the power of men to predict and control problems that we even developed protocols for
problem solving. The consequence of this approach was the creation of “mess” (situations
where it was not clear how much of the problem was caused by our attempts to manage it);
the “mess” was even messier in colonial contexts.
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“Complexity” as a term moves us
beyond things that are “hard”,
“difficult” and “complicated”
towards things which “we cannot
know in all their details”. “Risk”
involved
calculations
of
“likelihood”
and
“consequences”. “Uncertainty”
took us to things we neither knew
in likelihood nor consequence.
And now we recognize that there
are “unknown unknowns” that
surprise even the experienced because they involve novel events with outcomes under
“unstudied conditions”. The more we recognize complexity, the further we advance along a
continuum from “control” to “managing” to “coping (ahead)”. Realism suggests aim at
“thriving in complexity”.
The “risk control” demanded by large institutions is not possible, and to try to achieve it drowns
you in subject-matter specialists. Tackling complexity requires drawing on more “diverse
knowledge” and on more “management options” to
achieve “the law of requisite variety”. All this means
valuing local knowledge and the experience of
groups of people who have performed “better”
under the novel conditions occurring. Where is this
kind of knowledge - the kind of knowledge, to
paraphrase James Scott, that can get you into a
harbour full of stones, rather than establish highly
generalizable truths?

“Complexity is as
simple as it gets!”

Donna Hathaway pointed out: “All
people create knowledge; and all
knowledge is situated and partial”.
“Situated” explains how knowledge
always carries a point of view from
the observer (shaped by age,
gender, culture, power etc);
“partial” refers to the fact that
nobody can ever know everything.
To understand the world and to
solve problems all societies create
forms of “science”. These are
characterised by: 1. a set of
knowledge producing practices, 2. that are intended to provide better accounts of the world,
and 3. are generated by a range of experimental and observational techniques. Different kinds
of science are effective at creating different kinds of knowledge; some more conceptual, some
more grounded; some which require mechanisms, while others which emphasize experience.
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Genuine collaboration between Indigenous
knowledge, civil (or citizen) science can
therefore enlarge understanding, especially
in the face of complexity. However, power
intrudes into these interactions. Collaborations do not expand understanding if the scientist
controls the agenda and they do not transform science if the identities and situated
contributions of the “non-professional” scientists are excluded.

"See the inter-dependence between
conventional and citizen science.”

Conventional western science became unusually arrogant because it started as a male passtime of the aristocracy in a part of the world that achieved (brief) political dominion. The
struggle to diversify western science has been long and hard; the first generation of women
had to fight all the time, which eats you up, but now there are enough of us to band together
and create the space for what we want to do as a collective.
Working with complexity, and with this more
plural understanding of knowledge, means
moving away from defined goals as “best” or
even “good” practices and instead focus
upon learning, upon adapting to place and
changing context, in short, focusing always
on “better” rather than “perfect”.

“The first question to ask about
any complex system:
What am I missing?”

“Crosswalks” describe the spaces or language that enables different stakeholders to
communicate with each other about what and how they are managing. These stakeholders can
include government policy folks, control room engineers, academics and wider societal interest
groups. To create an effective crosswalk, every term and underlying concept will need
addressing through a long-term process of relationship and experimentation. Typically when
you do this, you find that the real world (ecology) is not
following the boundaries of your decision making/policy
“Don’t assume that it is
process and this mismatch is part of the mess. Defining
what you thought
the system is always key, and there is never just one way
it was”
of looking at it.

Application to Change-Making & Forever Sabah
Top-down command and control systems believe that they can correctly design the “macrosystem” such that every “micro-behaviour” will correctly manifest the goal. But this is never
possible because complex systems are NOT linear. The micro-system does not do what the
macro-system tells it to, and even if it did, something else would likely happen in consequence,
often messy. Meanwhile knowledge of the micro, valuable as it is, always has the tendency
to miss the wider context, and also fails to scale in a linear fashion. There is ALWAYS a difficult
gap between the “better practices” and the “policies”.
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The effective real role
of macro-design is to
set markets and rules,
while micro-operations,
with its bottom-up
ecology, can generate
experience and drive
feedback.
But they
still have to connect
across the gap, the
“complexity in the
middle”.
Cynthia’s key learning
from the session were
the ideas represented in her sketch above. The vertical axis on left represents knowledge ranging from experiential to formal science, the top horizontal line represents macro- design
(e.g. policies, master plans), and the bottom horizontal line represents microoperations/micro-behaviour (practices and realities) on the ground.
The best that top-down macro design can achieve is towards that diagonal line to the right down towards a local scenario. This is where the top-down manager/policy-maker imagines
how their policies and goals will be manifested in the real world. This vision fails to traverse
the complexity gap. Meanwhile the best that the good people in micro-operations can get to
is that upward diagonal line to the left - towards going from their swirling local detail of a few
cases to a broader pattern recognition (what is happening across the wider landscape and why)
and an ability to name from diverse experience the “better” practices that matter. These
ideas also cannot move beyond the complexity gap, because it is always unclear from the
micro-level what real-life policies and systems could best enable and support desired changes
at the macro-level without creating other kinds of mess.
Cynthia’s key learning for change-makers: That wavy-line space in the middle is where the juicy
complexity is - and therefore that is where Forever Sabah (FS) does its transformative work.
That space between the paralleled angled lines is the “gap” where our work actually lies. We
are “crosswalk” makers. Here is where FS is co-developing, growing and sharing new
knowledge that can enable macro-design and micro-operations to actually connect and find
solutions.
As an organization, we at Forever Sabah
manage and cope (ahead) through a
facilitative
approach.
Making
democracy more direct, dialogic and
distributed, while creating mutual
learning spaces for diverse participants
from both sides of that complexity gap.

“The era of controlling risk is over; we
now need to manage and cope ahead
for uncertainty and unknown unknowns
(think climate change)“
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